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MERANO

A light and elegant collection, suitable for indoor and
outdoor use, both in public and private areas.
Consisting of a lounge chair and two-seater sofa,
characterised by a slim steel frame that
accommodates comfortable cushions.

In the lounge chair version, the lower base alone,
together with the cushion attached to it, becomes a
comfy pouf that can also be occasionally used or as a
seat or as footrest to complete this relaxing
arrangement; whereas the small sofa becomes a
comfortable and functional bench, by just keeping
the lower frame with the cushion.
Once the frame is separated from the cushions
(removable with a simple gesture), the structure can
be divided into two parts, decreasing its volume and
significantly reducing packaging: this design solution
makes the collection easy to transport and stack.
Galvanised, painted steel rod structure.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Stacking No

Leadtime 12 weeks +

Material Upholstered

Arms Yes

Linking No

Price More than 500

A light and elegant collection, suitable for indoor and outdoor use, both in public and private areas. Consisting of a
lounge chair and two-seater sofa, characterised by a slim steel frame that accommodates comfortable cushions.

In the lounge chair version, the lower base alone, together with the cushion attached to it, becomes a comfy pouf that
can also be occasionally used or as a seat or as footrest to complete this relaxing arrangement; whereas the small sofa
becomes a comfortable and functional bench, by just keeping the lower frame with the cushion.
Once the frame is separated from the cushions (removable with a simple gesture), the structure can be divided into two
parts, decreasing its volume and significantly reducing packaging: this design solution makes the collection easy to
transport and stack. Galvanised, painted steel rod structure.
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